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0. introduction
Lawrence was a farmer, but his pigs weren’t pigs, and his cows weren’t
cows. The grass wasn’t green and the sky wasn’t blue and the delicate
flowers that grew along the low stone walls between plots weren’t yellow.
But the blood that flowed through Lawrence’s veins was red, just like any
man’s, and it flowed inexorably, day after day after piercing blue-white
day. The colours were all pretty much pale blue-white, or would be if he
lifted his goggles to look into the actinic flare of his daylit farm. Eyes are
fragile things, though, and they burn in this light.
Built into a hillside, his home was mostly underground, carved from
stabilized earth under meters of the world to protect him from the harsh
radiation of this very foreign sun. In this warm shade the colours were
rich red-browns and golds, wood grains and metals and paper and fur. In
his home Lawrence could remove his goggles and his protective suit (all
six layers) with its coolant pump and heat radiation grill and ultraviolet
protection and catheter.
For thirty-two years, years about as long as any year you have known,
Lawrence had worked his plot. Every day after the sun set, he would
throw off the furs and call the lights on, then clothe himself for work. He
would check his schedule, take what tools would be needed from the locker, and climb the stairs to the door of his home. At the door, he would take
a deep breath full of earthy smells, mostly himself, and then crank open
the door in three strong turns. And the Diocese sky would greet him and
his pulse would double, even now, thirty-two years after first seeing it.
The sky was why he never sought re-assignment, no matter how hard it
was here or how sick he got or how much he hated the sun.
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The sky at Diocese was unobstructed. Trees (not trees) grew no taller
than a meter and the forces that throw up mountains on other worlds
died off thousands of millions of years ago on this world. And so the
mountains (now plains) had long since eroded into the seas. And so the
sky was unobstructed.
The sky at Diocese was full. Here suns were packed a thousand times
more densely than in your home and so the awesome sight that you see
when you find a cloudless night in a lightless place, the sight that makes
your breath catch and makes you re-consider your ideas about gods and
miracles—that sight would bore Lawrence.
And that’s why Lawrence was still here. The days could kill, so he farmed
at night. And the night re-affirmed his faith in god—some god, somewhere. Nothing so beautiful, he reasoned, could exist without the purpose of being seen, and nothing can have a purpose without a mind to
intend. Lawrence worshipped that mind, and his worship consisted of
standing at the doorway an hour after sunfall and letting his pulse race
as he stared skyward.
❦
Once there was a great idea. Once we played Traveller. We played it day and night.
When we weren’t playing it we were rolling up characters for it or generating subsectors or designing spaceships. Who needed to level up, when you were happy your
character had survived the generation process?
Fast forward twenty-five years, and we find ourselves with new games in our hands.
Scary games that challenge our ideas about the relationship between “referee” and
“player,” and that bandied around narrative authority. Games like Universalis, Burning
Wheel, Dogs in the Vineyard, and others. We were hesitant, then intrigued, and then
hooked. Not all the way mind you, but even experiments like Universalis found a niche
in our gaming. You see, we were used to using everything as a tool to make our own
games. Traveller taught us to do that and we would not be untaught.
So, when we found ourselves playing Spirit of the Century and marvelling at how
incredibly stories flowed out of it and how passionately everyone played, we wanted to
take a piece of that for ourselves. In fact, for the first time, everyone at the table wanted
to be the referee; that hadn’t happened before, and we found ourselves passing around
the mantle on a week-by-week basis at one point. Spirit of the Century was another
tool for our kit, but it had something that other games had lacked. And, as always, we
just wanted to boogie through space.
However, Traveller itself is a heavily published license. At least half a dozen variants exist, not counting board games and fan productions, and after much effort and
false starts and legal ponderings, we decided that we wanted to build something new.
Something that wasn’t our old favourite, but which would push the same buttons as did
the games we played in the 1980s. Some guys in a ship, visiting new planets, shooting at stuff. Or getting embroiled in a civil war. Or being caught on a low-tech planet
looking to recharge an energy rifle. Or finding the archaeological remains of sentient
lizardmen.
And thus, Diaspora.
While not all of us had the same goals to begin with, we hammered out some
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objectives. First would be that the game retain as much of our previous tinkering as
possible because it was really good tinkering. Second would be that the game would
aim for the feel of hard science-fiction. Harder than Traveller, than Star Wars, than
Battlestar Galactica. No quasi-magical anti-gravity. No inertialess drives. No FasterThan-Light (FTL) travel.
Okay, we need FTL. But we wanted the feel of something harder, where one
would always be aware of the physical constraints that space travel would impose,
while still offering a game that allows stories to be told on the scale of multiple worlds,
in a reasonable human time frame. It doesn’t matter if it’s realistic. We want many
worlds and we don’t want to deal with long term relativistic travel to get them. That’s
another game. But we wanted a different understanding of how a futuristic technology
could work, that wasn’t clearly adapted from whatever movies we happened to like.
In doing this, we gained something.
We gained the realization that the game we were writing was really ours. The
space combat system, for example, truly sings in play. Its core is FATE, but the simplified vector combat is both straightforward and satisfying. And it’s ours. And now, it can
be yours.
Diaspora is written deliberately to be a tool kit. We provide a setting, but we encourage you not to use it. We want you to build your own. Instead, we provide a set of
axioms about the universe and make some hand-wavey statements about humanity’s
place in it. And then we give you the tools.
We give you tools to create a cluster of worlds in which to adventure. We give you
ways to generate and describe the worlds and their connections as a full-table exercise
rather than the more typical GM-only mini-game. We give you tools to describe characters that are organic to the cluster you just created and have intrinsic connections to
the characters the other players will create. We give you an arsenal of weapons from
which to choose, and, for those inclined, we give you a system to generate more.
We give you transcendent technology and clearly label it scary and dangerous
and a sure route to disaster. After all, from the outside, for those cultures that are still
struggling with atomic power and orbital lasers, any form of transcendence looks like
catastrophe. A hundred billion souls disappear and leave a fragmentary ringworld and
a tiny population of ageless, beautiful, and uncommunicative farmers. Or a planet
filled with grey goo. The fringe of technology is a nightmare for intrepid heroes.
And intrepid heroes you will be. There is plenty to explore and much about the
past that is unexplained. But not only will you explore it, you will decide what you
find. It is not our place to write your story: we will stop at giving you some ideas and
the tools to proceed into space on your own and find what you will.
You will be the diaspora.
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